The Philippines is well-acquainted with structural change. Its history is plagued with paradigm shifts, primarily evidenced by at least three major constitutional reforms which resulted in the 1935, the 1973, and the 1987 Constitutions. With the rise to power of President Rodrigo R. Duterte, yet another restructuring looms over the country, as the Duterte administration attempts to birth the Philippine Federal State. Various proposals from several sources have surfaced as workable drafts for the new Constitution. These drafts commit to different ideas and suggestions — all in the form of a federalist project, but in varying depths and intensities.

In proposing and deciding government structural changes, some key factors must be incorporated. These factors constitute the areas in Philippine society which cannot be divorced from any experience of constitutional change. The federalist project must necessarily reckon with the economic, political, and socio-cultural contexts of the Filipinos. There are gaps in the transition to a new government and the implementation of the federalist project which need to be addressed. As much as the 1987 Constitution was a reaction to the Marcos regime, and the desire of the masses to reinstate democracy and the rule of law, the shift to a federalist State must also rise from the enduring hopes and needs of the Filipino people today.

The re-imagination of the Republic necessarily stretches out the fabric of the 1987 Constitution. Will it be able to withstand federalism — the ultimate test of the Constitution?
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I. RESPONDING TO GLOBALIZATION AND THE DIGITAL AGE

The inevitability and irreversibility of globalization was best expressed by Kofi Annan, former United Nations Secretary-General, when he said, “[A]rguing against globalization is like arguing against the laws of gravity.” Globalization’s potential towards becoming an integrating force in the global community springs from its very definition as “the increasing flow of goods, services, capital, technology, information, ideas[,] and labor at the global
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level, driven by liberalization policies and technological change.” In the political sphere, the spread and globalization of decentralized structures of government is perceived as the norm. The challenge, however, is how the State will keep up with this fast-paced development. The complementary phenomena of digitization, globalization, and lightning-speed transfer of data — the “new oil” — and data interpretation’s crucial role in the market are transformatory elements that demand not only greater interaction among private users, but also greater connectivity and governance (or guidance) through legal frameworks of the State.

Globalization in Philippine law is fairly embedded in the supreme law of the land. The 1987 Philippine Constitution’s incorporation of globalization is found in the structures that relate to the remaking of public management and the distribution of political power once unduly concentrated in a handful of people during the Marcos regime. Thus, in the Constitution, sovereignty resides in the people, and authority is dispersed in the Executive, the Legislature, and the Judiciary — accompanied by a rigid system of checks and balances. In the promotion of local governance, the philosophy of globalization is expressed in “administrative and managerial improvement” as applied in government structures. The Constitution has
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embraced decentralization and devolution, made more nuanced through the Local Government Code of 1991 (LGC). The LGC was meant to solidify “the dispersal of power and authority from the center to [lower level] institutions” to allow more access to government institutions, as well as “to debureaucratize [by] harness[ing] the energies of the private sector to participate in local governance primarily through privatization and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).” Distinctively, this “horizontal distribution of government authority,” mirrors the horizontal development of technology, specifically digital knowledge, among constituents and private players. It is also both “empowering and spontaneous.” But globalization demands more than an intra-State response and the application of principles. With the “denationalization of clusters of political, economic[,] and social activities[,]” the global community comes into play and has led to “the search for the best means of developing national, regional, and world economies” and the creation of a “supra-national organization on a regional scale.” There is, therefore, a demand for a more competent national legal framework that will pave the way not only towards the development and decentralization of internal structures, but also towards a globalized economy, political integration, and multiculturalism.

In relation to this, there is, today, an ongoing debate regarding the seemingly protectionist provisions of the Constitution. Sections 2 to 3 and
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to 11 of Article XII on National Economy and Patrimony, among others, have been argued to have stunted economic growth by prohibiting key international players from injecting capital into the Philippines. In 2016, Resolution of Both Houses No. 2, introduced by Representative Feliciano R. Belmonte, Jr., and Senate Joint Resolution No. 1, introduced by Senator Richard J. Gordon, proposed to amend several provisions in Articles XII, XIV, and XVI. Such constitutional amendments allow for Congress to change, by law, ownership and citizenship requirements for the utilization of natural resources, land holdings, operation of public utilities, and ownership and management of educational institutions and mass media. This call has also been embodied in several proposed Constitutional Revisions such as in the Partido Demokratikong Pilipino–Lakas ng Bayan (PDP-Laban) version, and the version contained in the Annex to the Resolution of Both Houses No. 8 of the 17th Congress of the Philippines. While the Citizen’s Movement for a Federal Philippines (CFMP) version has yet to form its article on National Patrimony, its article on principles and policies has replaced terms relating to an “independent national economy effectively controlled by Filipinos.”
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Augmenting these developments is the Philippines’ own experience. Economic, political, and cultural issues pervade the road to globalization. Annan’s vision was an inclusive globalization, but is the 1987 Constitution still responsive to these types of changes? The 1987 Constitution predates both globalization and the digital age. Its framers, while foreseeing increasing internationalization, could not have responded to the intricate aspects of this age. The starkest example, again, is the growing debate regarding the conduciveness of a restrictive investment climate and the distrust of the trickle-down effect of economic benefits from “Imperial Manila” to the provinces. These, among other issues that will be discussed later, are the roots of the call for the shift to a federalist form of government — perceived to be the solution to the unresponsiveness of the 1987 Constitution to the changing needs of the Filipino people.

This Article will first delve into a discussion of the general principles of federalism, using a comparative analysis of the different models of federalism in several jurisdictions. More than a cursory analysis, this Section will look at how the distinct features of the forms of federalism have emerged in a specific jurisdiction, borne out of its particular historical, cultural, and economic contexts. Next, it looks at federalist initiatives in the Philippines, from the beginnings of the Philippine Republic to the present calls for the shift by President Rodrigo R. Duterte’s administration presently. The Article then gives an overview of the available proposals and discusses the features of the three versions of the constitutional revision. After looking at the proposals, a survey of key factors that give nuance to the federalist project will be undertaken, and gaps left by the same will be filled. Structural change does not exist nor originate from a void. The country’s economic, political, and socio-cultural contexts are transitory elements that will shape the federalist project according to the hopes and needs of the Filipino people.

II. FEDERALISM AROUND THE GLOBE

A. Defining Federalism

A potential shift to a new form of government is necessarily a comparative exercise. “Constitutions designed for unique situations may be expected to be produced for as long as State sovereignty retains its foundational importance. Nevertheless, comparative constitution-making has become an essential characteristic of the process of the drafting (and revision) of

While federalism consists of several basic and identifying principles, it is nevertheless “customizable,” and could be made to fit the “peculiarities of a country [that] would define the different features of its own brand of federalism.”

While the term has been argued to elude exact definition, essentially, federalism is a form of government consisting of a sovereign State as distinguished from other States “solely by the fact that its central government incorporates regional units in its decision[-making] procedure on some constitutionally entrenched bas[es].” In this form of government, states exercise a level of autonomy. It features a division and sharing of powers between the federal government and federal states where member states divide power in such a way as to prevent either the federal or state governments from eroding each other’s powers. Thus, powers may be shared (concurrent powers), or exercised solely by either the federal or state government (exclusive powers). Often, exclusive powers of a particular level of government are enumerated, whereas those not listed belong to other levels of government.

The division of powers and the type of relationship between the federal government and states, however, remain to be determined by an organic law.

This is contradistinguished from a unitary form of government where local governments form parts of a whole and are “intra-sovereign subdivisions of one sovereign nation.” The sovereign State acts as a central government where power is concentrated, but several functions may be
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decentralized and devolved to the local governments and administrative agencies.\textsuperscript{34}

While there have been several types of federalist governments throughout history as described and categorized by political theorists, this Article will not dwell so much on them. The discussion here does not focus on categorizing the Philippine structure among those available since the proposals have yet to be revised, finalized, and submitted to the people. Furthermore, it resolves to look at federalist governments of select countries, more so because each jurisdiction will provide a unique set of characteristics to their own version of the structure. Since the topic involves proposals and originary studies, a discussion of the process of the emergence of federal countries is more proper.

The evolutionary pattern of federalist governments affects how such structure will be designed and operated.\textsuperscript{35} Federal governments can be created first, by, “the aggregation of formerly independent states,” such as the United States (US), Switzerland, and Australia; second, by the “devolution of formerly unitary regimes,” as in Austria, Belgium, Germany, Nigeria, Ethiopia, South Africa, and Spain; and, third, by “a combination of these two processes,” as in Canada, India, and Malaysia.\textsuperscript{36} The Philippines will fall under the second process whereby a unitary form of government will be devolved and decentralized. According to Alain-G. Gagnon and Soeren Keil, the second type of formation became more prominent in the 20th century.\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{B. General Advantages and Disadvantages}

A good analysis of the pros and cons of a federated Philippines was discussed by Artemio D. Palongpalong in his article, \textit{The Pro and Con Arguments on Federalism}.\textsuperscript{38} As applied, unique characteristics of the Philippines may make it conducive to the proposed shift. These include:
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(1) “[D]iverse ethnolinguistic elements[,] which may or may not coincide with geographic differences;”\(^{39}\)

(2) “[A]rchipelagic characteristics that do not allow for immediate government responses to social problems and, hence, a unitary government does not make for effective and economical actions considering time and budget constraints;”\(^{40}\) and

(3) “[A] pre-Hispanic political situation whereby scattered barangay units plus the sultanates of Sulu and Maguindanao existed side by side.”\(^{41}\)

On the other hand, some disadvantages discussed are the following:

(1) Weakening an already weak Philippine State;\(^{42}\)

(2) [E]ffectivity of the unitary system and timeliness of the alteration;\(^{43}\) and

(3) Uneven distribution of human and natural resources among provinces, which may also cause inequality in development, the elimination of which is the original goal of the federal setup.\(^{44}\)

In general, because federalism in the Philippines will necessarily involve the introduction of new political concepts and structures, a foolproof transition is the only means to a successful end. In this position of existing advantages and disadvantages, the challenge is how to respond to the perceived disadvantages, and at the same time build a structure that will optimize the contextual advantages already in place.

The advantages and disadvantages also refer to the structures already present. There are different schools of thought that relate to the successes and failures of the present local government system. On the one hand, decentralization through the creation of local governments has become so successful that the next logical step to take is to decentralize more through a
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federalist form of government. Its “time has come.”\(^{45}\) This shift will assist local governments in the development of local economies needed to financially support basic services delivered to its constituents.\(^{46}\) On the other hand, the failure and shortcomings of the local government system to provide genuine local autonomy have also been used to argue for the shift.\(^{47}\) In this school of thought, the national government has devolved the provision of basic services to local governments in a way that exceeds their capacities and stifles revenue generation by preempting taxes.\(^{48}\)

C. Survey of Federalist Governments of Certain Jurisdictions

In looking at the forms of federalism in different jurisdictions through a comparative lens, Retired Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban’s words serve as a guide, to wit — “The forms and structures of governments, whether central or federal, presidential or parliamentary, democratic or socialist, are born out of the experience and history of peoples and nations. They are not imported from foreign soils and implanted automatically in the homeland.”\(^{49}\) In the following analysis, the Authors look at how federalist structures have developed in the US, Germany, Switzerland, Australia, Venezuela, and Malaysia throughout history, and how they are still evolving today.

1. United States

The establishment of a federalist government in the US emerged from the need of small government units to form a central government, “which could undertake programs and discharge functions beyond the local or ‘state’ domains and thus weld together the diverse territories.”\(^{50}\) The structure remains presidential and democratic similar to the Philippines. It has also
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been described as dual and cooperative. Federalism proved advantageous because of the large expanse of land comprising the US — it facilitated political decision-making back when travel and communication were difficult. But the development of the structure was far from a smooth transition. The Civil War US Supreme Court’s constant reinterpretation of the constitutional power-sharing continually redefined federalism and the nature of the relationship between the government and states.

Power is shared between the federal government and the states, with certain overlaps in some areas, whereby, in what is also termed as dual federalism, both entities are “more or less equals.” According to the Tenth Amendment to the US Constitution, powers not reserved to the federal government are reserved to the states. The national government exercises expressed, implied, and inherent powers. Expressed powers are those enumerated in the Constitution, while implied powers come from the constitutional provision allowing Congress to pass laws that are necessary and proper for the execution of the expressed powers. Inherent powers are those implicit in every sovereign nation and necessary for its survival. Powers of the states include everything not enumerated or given to the federal government. Lastly, concurrent powers are those exercised concurrently by the federal government and states.

The relationship among the states has been described as horizontal federalism because of the constant commercial and social interactions between them. It is also described as a cooperative federalism, which implies cooperation between the federal government and the states. In the US, this was borne out of the Great Depression in 1929, and the necessity of
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the welfare system to provide basic services in the 1960s and 1970s.63 Another feature of the US federal government is its process of fiscal federalism.64 This is composed of the categorical grant, which is the grant of money conditioned upon certain policy developments in a state, and the block grant, which gives states a more discretionary use of the grant given for broad areas.65

Evidently, US federalism is evolving and keeping up with the times. The relationship between the states and federal government is constantly being redefined by the US courts. It is a debate between centralists and decentralists, arguing whether the US Constitution is a mere interstate compact or a supreme law governing all peoples, which has continued up to this day.66

2. Germany

The federal system of Germany emerged from a tradition of a federative constitution that dates back to the early Middle Ages.67 This makes it one of the oldest federalist governments in the world. The composition of Germany today began in a group of tribes in the north-central Europe area.68 Its composition was further shaped by religion and by holy wars, which also produced “negative effects on the economic, cultural, and political development of Germany.” 69 While the first German federal government had weak central powers, the Bismarck Empire gradually developed stronger confederative structures.70
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The states of the Federal Republic of Germany are called Land. There exists a strict separation of powers between the federal government and the Länder. However, these powers are not entirely distinct and separate —

"The German system is like an unbalanced scale or a seesaw, with a concentration of legislative functions at the federal level and of administrative powers at the state level. This is so because the Länder implement not only their own statutes but also a large part of federal law. The judiciary is also organized hierarchically: the lower and middle courts are the jurisdiction of the Länder, the higher courts of the federal government."

In the framing of the German Constitution, the goal was to distribute political power evenly between the federal government and the Länder, in pursuance of democracy and counteracting overcentralized power that might threaten peace and security. Similar to the US, residual powers are given to the member-states, not to the federal government.

Today, the German Constitution places primacy upon basic rights of citizens, but "does not recognize the rights of interest or pressure groups or of other collective identities, beyond assuring their members of their individual rights as citizens." This also means non-inclusion of any official language or preferential treatment of a culture or religion. "[I]t expressly stipulates that the state is to behave with neutrality and indifference when it comes to cultural and religious points of view." This becomes more of an issue now as multiculturalism begins to develop in Germany.

3. Switzerland

Considered as one of the classical federations along with the US and Canada, Switzerland’s distinct federalist structure is tri-level and highly
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Historically, federalism has helped preserve the states’ — or cantons’ — diverse cultures, protect regional and linguistic minorities, and achieve political stability. “Federalism was one of the instruments of political integration. To a large extent, Swiss society is a product of its political institutions[].” It originated from three regions and a number cities declaring themselves as independent from the Habsburg regime. Several cantons established within themselves a treaty guaranteeing mutual assistance through collective security, eventually forming a central government. At the outset, it is important to take note that Switzerland’s rich multiculturalism, in language and religion, has inevitably shaped how federalism was organized and defined, and, vice versa, how federalism has helped preserve multiculturalism and local identities.

The three levels of the structure include the federation, the cantons, and the communes. The latter two are the sub-national units with their own constitutions consistent with the federal constitution. Powers and duties were sharply delineated in the early stages, with national concerns given to the federation, and other powers given to the cantons and communes, but an “intensive” cooperative system has emerged.

High non-centralization is supported by a rigid process of the transfer of powers to the federation — it can only be done by constitutional amendment subject to a popular vote. However, to state again, their structure has been transformed into a cooperative federalism similar to that of the US, where, in this case, the federation legislates and the cantons implement. A unique kind of cooperative system has also emerged — a
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contractual one formed through inter-canton relationships. This goes back to the principle of decentralization, as the main goal of these inter-canton treaties is to allow each canton to “defen[d] their own competencies and [ ] [prevent] central government regulation.” Historically, the farmers’ society’s high distrust of political power resulted to the preference of smaller governments where they can be heard. However, this does not mean that they want to get rid of the federal government. On the contrary, cooperation is necessary in dealing with “the complexities of modern infrastructure, economic intervention[,] and social policies[.]”

Wolf Linder’s article on federalism in Switzerland provides for an insightful conclusion regarding the emergence and development of the federalist structure —

Its effects depend on the combination with other institutional devices, and federalism can have different effects in different cultural or historical contexts. Moreover, federalism is not only a structure[,] but also a process and a political culture[.] Finally, the development of Swiss federalism depended on many particularities of history and economy and can therefore not be copied as a model. Even though, its functioning may be instructive from a comparative perspective.

4. Australia

The Australian federal design is marked with its malleability. It has been termed as a “changing federal system” while its federal constitution has been called “incomplete contract.” What started with the unification of several Australian colonies into the Federal Commonwealth in the 1900s has
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greatly developed historically over time.\textsuperscript{96} The motivating purpose for the unification was economic gain, but with no intention of surrendering the independence of the individual states.\textsuperscript{97} State independence was intended to stay “perfectly preserved.”\textsuperscript{98} Its framers, however, foreseeing that the system would have to adjust over time, created a flexible constitution “responsive to change[,]” and time.\textsuperscript{99} This was backed by adaptive decisions of the High Court of Australia that responded to necessity — granting power to the state and then back to the Commonwealth through constant reinterpretation of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{100} While there has been a large shift from the intent of the framers to reserve strict independence to states, the Commonwealth’s gain of power over public sector functions has resulted to legislative competence.\textsuperscript{101} The ongoing trend is towards greater centralization, without the need for constitutional change, through fiscal centralization — with states becoming highly dependent on the Commonwealth government for funding.\textsuperscript{102}

Finally, an article on Australia’s federalism, which studies the causes of centralization, theorizes that this was caused by the “incomplete contract” character of the Constitution that allowed leeway for the Commonwealth and the High Court of Australia. A constitution as an incomplete contract has been described as one

between the state and the people of a country, according to which specific powers to make laws are assigned between national and sub[-]national governments ... [The] legislative domain of neither national nor sub[-]national governments is fixed forever and there is always room for disputation over the meaning and intent of some clauses, and for future amendments. Within this incomplete contractual framework, numerous intergovernmental grants and agreements are conducted under separate incomplete and implicit contracts between national and sub[-]national governments. This incompleteness of the constitutional contract adds a
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new dimension to the objective functions of governments in a federation.103

The Australian Commonwealth did not fail to make use of this “incompleteness” to further centralization, with the help of the High Court of Australia. The latter is guided by a sense of “indivisible sovereignty” rather than coordinate federalism.104

5. Venezuela

The constitutional crisis in Venezuela has caused instability in its federal form of government. The constant push for centralization has undermined the democratization process embedded in its constitution,105 leading scholars to term its federalism as a “very contradictory form of government.”106 Having been influenced by US federalism, Venezuela chose to adopt a federal form of government — the only choice available to them then — “to put together the seven [c]olonial [p]rovinces that formed the [S]tate, which had never been together in [c]olonial times.”107 It was also the only form of government then that was different from the monarchial system.108 In the beginning, the federal system was marked by conflict because of the struggles between the states and the national government, as the latter pushed for greater centralization. By the time the 1961 Venezuelan Constitution was adopted, the federal system was maintained, “but with [ ]
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highly centralized national [authorities]"¹⁰⁹ caused by an authoritarian form of government. However, the same constitution prescribed decentralization, embedded in the democratization process, such that national powers and services were slowly transferred from the national government to the states.¹¹⁰

Successive calls to amend its constitution, and repeated violation of the safeguards and processes in place in its basic law, finally gave birth to the present 1999 Venezuelan Constitution.¹¹¹ This constitution, however, did not contain the “necessary provisions in order to undertake the democratic changes that were most needed, namely[,] the effective political decentralization of the Federation and the reinforcement of [s]tates and municipal political powers.”¹¹² Venezuela’s federalism was “postponed” and its democracy “weakened.”¹¹³ While states were given the power to enact their own sub-national constitutions, this power has not been fully utilized as provisions, specifically pertaining to civil and human rights and the functions of state branches of government, simply repeat that of the national’s.¹¹⁴ This, however, is not fully the states’ fault as the constitution itself leaves little room for innovation and additional regulation for the states.¹¹⁵ High centralization is also expressed in the financial provisions of the 1999 constitution as tax powers of the states were “basically eliminated” compared to the previous constitution.¹¹⁶

6. Malaysia

It is important to look at Malaysia because “both Filipinos and Malays have sprung from roughly the same racial and cultural origins,”¹¹⁷ but with the caveat that Malaysia was converted to Islam and had a different colonial
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experience. The differences in colonial history will shed light on how the political structures of both the Philippines and Malaysia came into place. The Philippines was taken over by the Spanish colonizers, whose government was characterized by a strong monarch, and whose structure, headed by the Governor-General, was eventually transposed in its colony and carried over until today under its unitary and presidential system. This represented a strong central government.

Malaysia’s federalism, on the other hand, is rooted from its history under the British colonial administration, which imposed federalism as the form of government. What started as small, but powerful, sultanates scattered in the area of Malaysia became the seeds of the political units comprising the early colonial system of government, and eventually, the federal states. “The British experimentation on three politico-administrative systems of governance — Straits Settlements, Federated Malay States [ ], and the Unfederated Malay States [ ] — became, in reality, the forerunner of the current Malaysian federal system.” The states were formed primarily from the abovementioned sultanates. The mix of cultures and races also became a basis for the states to some degree, as Islam and Thai cultures, and the Chinese and Malay races, were taken into consideration. Geographical location was also an element, especially for islands with unique locations.

Socio-economic progress and political stability are evidence that federalism has, so far, worked as the system of government for Malaysia. “The general progress can be taken as a result of effectively functioning institutions [that] came about despite the problem of ‘ethnic balance’ whereby Chinese, Malays[,] and Indians have to work together regardless of some imbalances and perhaps cross-purposes[.]”
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III. THE PHILIPPINE FEDERALIST PROJECT

A. A Timeline of Federalism Initiatives in the Philippines

Having examined some forms of federalism, a discussion of the federalism initiatives in the Philippines will show that such are also borne by historical events and necessity. The issue, however, is whether these initiatives were brought up at opportune moments in Philippine history, similar to those of the other jurisdictions. The non-consummation of any attempt shows that both opportunity and political will are necessary to push for structural changes.

Initiatives to shift to a federalist government, through different political platforms, have been traced by authors Elyzabeth F. Cureg and Jennifer F. Matunding to as early as 1898 during the Malolos Convention platforms.\(^\text{127}\) In 1899, both Apolinario M. Mabini and Emilio F. Aguinaldo proposed to establish three federal states constituting the three major islands of the Philippines.\(^\text{128}\) However, this proposal had to give way to two more urgent issues — the unification of the Philippines to represent a united front with “power firmly held at the center,” and the impending threat of American colonization.\(^\text{129}\) More attempts to federalize the early Philippine Republic continued, such as the historically documented formation of the provisional and revolutionary Federal Republic of Visayas, as well as initiatives during the American period, but to no avail.\(^\text{130}\)

Come the subsequent Constitutional Conventions of 1934, and the Constitutional Commissions of 1971 and 1986, federalism remained on the table. The 1935 Constitution was almost, in all respects, a duplicate of the US Constitution, excepting the federal form of government.\(^\text{131}\) While some form of autonomy was established through the local governments, they were still under the supervision of the President and “simply preserved the concentration of authority in the central government.”\(^\text{132}\)
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drafting of the 1973 Constitution, local autonomy of local governments was expanded through broader taxing powers and, eventually, through the legislation of the first Local Government Code, Batas Pambansa Blg. 337. A significant contribution of the same convention was the Bayanikasan Constitution, a draft prepared by Salvador Z. Araneta, which proposed a federal structure divided into five states. There was, however, little support for a shift to federalism during the 1986 Constitutional Commission, where delegates had agreed to adopt the provisions of the 1935 Constitution. The only advocate was the CFMP, which conducted public hearings in Davao, but generated no strong support then.

Two other modes of initiating structural change were identified by Cureg and Matunding, apart from constitutional change: “political campaign platforms and advocacy through the formation of an alliance for a federalist movement.” These modes have been resorted to because of the difficulty of garnering support for such change in the form of constitution-making.

Parties at the forefront of federalism as political campaign platforms are PDP-Laban and Probinsya Muna Development Initiative (PROMDI), most prominently during the 2004 elections. While PDP-Laban is the most relevant party to look at in terms of advocating for federalism at present, its beginnings can be traced back to 2002 when its founder former Senator Aquilino Q. Pimentel, Jr. “started pushing ... federal states” with a program of power-sharing. This platform, along with others, was proposed to then presidential candidate Fernando Poe, Jr., but was left unheeded.
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PROMDI, on the other hand, grounds its ideals on “redefin[ing] the center of power, moving it from the current capital — Metro Manila — to the less congested locations in the provinces.”  

It will be noted that this sentiment is still echoed today by PDP-Laban’s initiatives. PROMDI’s plan, initiated by party chairman Emilio Mario Osmeña, was to create an autonomous Republic of Cebu following the economic development in the said region.

One of the federalist movements is led by the CMFP. Their advocacy is rooted on the “resurgence of the federal question brought about by the Mindanao conflict.” As a movement, its efforts include expanding its base to regions in the country “to further the advocacy.”

During President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo’s administration, other proposals were pushed by two other major groups apart from proposals originating from the Senate and the House of Representatives. The CMFP, whose advisory body is chaired by Dr. Jose V. Abueva, and the Coalition for Charter Change Now! led by Former House Speaker Jose de Venecia, contributed their own proposals to the charter change movement, both of which includes a shift to federalism intimately tied to a parliamentary form of government.

At present, Duterte’s administration is as aggressive for a shift as it was during his campaign period. In March 2017, Duterte announced that Congress must act fast in initiating the shift to federalism as a six-year term is a “small window” of opportunity to allow for such. He said, “[There is a] small window to work on it. So, let it be known to all the people that the Senate President is equally as interested [as] the [Speaker and I] that we [ ] start the federalism movement, whatever [ ] the mechanism [is], this year[.]” It would seem that the debates have already begun, and it is only a matter of time and tenacity before the process of amendment or revision of the Constitution takes place.

B. An Overview of the Three Proposals and the Main Propositions
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In this Article, three prominent versions of the proposals of the federalist setup will be examined through the lens of the pressing needs and concerns of Philippine society. The questions are whether these proposals are responsive to what the country’s condition presently calls for, and whether the shape of federalism they envision is a form that will best suit not only the Philippine context, but also the feasibility of transition.

1. The CMFP Draft Constitution

The CMFP Draft Constitution, entitled “The 1987 Constitution as Revised” was drafted for the CMFP. It was edited by Jose Abueva, University of the Philippines (UP) Professor Emeritus and Chairman of the CFMP Advisory Board. He also served as Chair of the 2005 Consultative Commission on Charter Change. Having introduced several reforms in the UP system of education, he sought to introduce changes to the Philippine structure of government, saying, “I had long been an advocate of political reforms — including structural and institutional reforms involving amendments to our 1987 Constitution to help bring about an effective and inclusive democracy and a just and humane society.” The CMFP Draft Constitution includes contributions from the Federalism Project of Kalayaan College, co-founded by Abueva, Convenors of Lihuk Pideral Mindanao, and some participants from the academia and civil society. In an explanatory note to the draft, Abueva explains the failings of the 1987 Constitution —

Despite its many positive features that are worth preserving, [it] has not enabled us to rebuild our various institutions for good governance. We continued with our counter-productive unitary system with its powers, authority[,] and resources centralized in the national government at the

---
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expense of local governments, leaders, citizens, and entrepreneurs and country-wide development.\textsuperscript{155}

The proposal is an extension of the 1987 Constitution’s restoration of democracy. However, fundamental changes and revisions include the shift to the federal and parliamentary form of government, and the introduction of a Bill of Duties and Obligations.\textsuperscript{156} It proposes the institution of 10 autonomous states.\textsuperscript{157} The tone of the proposal proceeds from the theme of the restoration of democracy when the 1987 Constitution was drafted. Its main thrust is making democracy more meaningful by transforming electoral democracy to substantive democracy, considered as “true democracy.”\textsuperscript{158}

According to Cureg and Matunding,\textsuperscript{159} Abueva’s proposal, which was approved by the majority of the Constitutional Commission Commissioners, was dissented to by the minority report of the consultative commission during Arroyo’s administration on three main points:

(1) The proposed amendments should be ‘reasonable and logical responses’ to problems and concerns that are attributable to deficiencies in the current system;\textsuperscript{160}

(2) The changes should ‘logically and reasonably accelerate the pace of economic development, improve standard of living, and promote the general good’;\textsuperscript{161} and

(3) They must be based on full understanding of real problems that the reforms seek to solve with an honest effort to conduct genuine consultations with as many sectors of society.\textsuperscript{162}

2. The PDP-Laban Model of Philippine Federalism

This draft was developed by the PDP-Laban Federalism Institute, the political think tank of the party, through the convening of a study group composed of political scientists, lawyers, politicians, and practitioners, led by
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Senate President Aquilino Pimentel, III. The proposal comes from a context of the “Imperial Manila” rhetoric where huge economic development and political imbalance have resulted in the concentration of wealth to Metro Manila instead of being enjoyed by all regions, even after the legislation and implementation of the LGC. This inequality is aggravated further by the conflicts in Muslim Mindanao, and the inefficiency and impracticality of the system of pooling resources at the center and then allocating it back to the provinces.

Similar to the CMFP Draft Constitution, the PDP-Laban proposal gathers provisions mostly from the 1987 Constitution, merely altering relevant provisions, and using a “surgical” approach to concentrate on those provisions that will “enshrine federalism into the Constitution and strengthen our public institutions, among others.” The text also adopts some of Abueva’s proposals. Moreover, reminiscent of Abueva’s proposals, the Executive Summary to the PDP-Laban Model of Philippine Federalism states —

It is essential that we continue to strengthen our democracy not by supplanting or doing away entirely with the 1987 Constitution[,] but by improving the current Constitution, the charter that allowed us to abandon Marcos authoritarianism and move forward. In doing so, we [are] ensuring [c]onstitutional continuity and stability while[,] at the same time[,] mak[ing] adjustments in our charter to address the needs of the present and the future.

In line with this, several proposals, such as transitory mechanisms and fiscal, political, and electoral reforms, were designed to guide such continuity and transition. These include gradual devolution of funds, functions, and responsibilities, and the holding of a plebiscite to segregate the regions instead of the Constitution dictating such. Unlike the CMFP Draft, the PDP-Laban Model has already provided for transitory provisions
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that aim to guide the application of a federalist structure during the transition period. Transition mechanisms mostly focus on the regional level. These pertain to the Regional and Local Government Code and the eventual submission of a Regional Organic Act within five to ten years. Unlike the CMFP Draft, power allocation is not found in the Draft Constitution; instead, the Legislature is tasked with allocating such powers through government codes. Moreover, the creation of regional governments, composing of incumbent governors and mayors in the interim, is proposed to “save on government resources and do away with the need for new elections for [r]egional positions.”

3. Resolution of Both Houses No. 08 — Constituting the Senate and the House of Representatives, Seventeenth Congress, into a Constituent Assembly to Propose Revisions of the 1987 Constitution by Adopting a Federal Form of Government and for Other Purposes

Congress, under the leadership of Representative Aurelio D. Gonzales, Jr. and Representative Eugene Michael B. De Vera who introduced the Resolution, is pushing for constitutional amendment through a Constituent Assembly, citing mainly budgetary concerns. In their Resolution to Constitute the 17th Congress as a Constituent Assembly, they attached their own working draft. This is only one of the many resolutions referred to the House Committee on Constitutional Amendments.
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4. A Comparative Table of the Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CMFP Draft Constitution</th>
<th>PDP-Laban Model of Philippine Federalism</th>
<th>Congressional Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preamble</strong></td>
<td>Emphasis on a “thriving national economy.”</td>
<td>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
<td>Emphasis on a “more perfect society.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Territory</strong></td>
<td>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
<td>Inclusion of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and other rules of international law as bases.</td>
<td>Inclusion of the UNCLOS and other rules of international law as bases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principles and State Policies</strong></td>
<td>The Federal Republic of the Philippines shall be composed of 10 Estados. It shall be a democratic and federal republic with a parliamentary government.</td>
<td>The Philippines shall be a democratic federal republic.</td>
<td>The Philippines shall be an indivisible, democratic, republican, and federal state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bill of Rights</strong></td>
<td>Same as the 1987</td>
<td>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
<td>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizenship</th>
<th>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</th>
<th>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</th>
<th>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suffrage</td>
<td>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
<td>Similar to the 1987 Constitution.</td>
<td>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Article IX, covering Political Parties, has been added to promote the stability of parliament and a competitive, effective, and accountable party system.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative</td>
<td>The executive and legislative powers of government shall be vested in the bicameral parliament, composed of the <em>Balay Sambayanan</em> and <em>Balay Estados</em>. The Members of the <em>Balay Sambayanan</em> shall be elected by legislative power shall be vested in the bicameral parliament composed of the Federal Assembly and the Senate. The Members of the Federal Assembly shall be composed of district representatives and party-list representatives.</td>
<td>Similar to the 1987 Constitution. Provides for a Bicameral Federal Congress. Two to six senators per region based on a region’s population. House of Representatives composed of District Representatives and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parlimentary districts and from party-lists.</td>
<td>There shall be three senators per region.</td>
<td>Party-list Representatives.</td>
<td>Electoral Tribunals and Commission on Appointments same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The <strong>Balay Estados</strong> shall be composed of two or three senators from each State, elected by State Assemblies.</td>
<td>There shall be one Electoral Tribunal composed of three members per House and five Court of Appeals Justices.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Speaker of Parliament shall be appointed by the Prime Minister.</td>
<td>Every bill shall be initiated and passed by the Federal Assembly and concurred in by the Senate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There shall be an Electoral Tribunal for Parliament, composed of nine members, three of whom are Justices of the Supreme Court.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Executive**

<p>| The President is the Head of State. He or she shall be elected by the Members of Parliament and State Assemblies, voting jointly. The President may act only upon the advice of the Prime Minister. | The President shall be the Head of State. He or she shall be nominated by at least 20% of all the Members of the Federal Assembly. The Executive power shall be exercised by the Prime Minister. | Similar to the 1987 Constitution. |
| Execuitve power is vested in the President of the Federal Republic of the Philippines. Executive clemency may also be exercised by Regional | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minister.</th>
<th>He or she shall be elected by the Federal Assembly and appointed by the President.</th>
<th>Governors.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judiciary</strong></td>
<td>Judicial power shall be vested in the Supreme Court, the Constitutional Tribunal, and other Federal Courts. Each State shall have its own High Court.</td>
<td>Similar to the 1987 Constitution. The list of nominees shall be prepared by the Integrated Bar of the Philippines after public hearing and concurred in by the Senate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constitutional Commissions</strong></td>
<td>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
<td>Same as the 1987 Constitution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal States</strong></td>
<td>Sufficiency of territories, inhabitants, and resources as bases of creation. The powers and functions of regional governments shall depend on competence, capacity, and resources. Each region shall have its own organic act, and provide for the exercise of executive power by the Chief Minister. IRA of regional government to be determined. National taxes collected within the region shall accrue to the regional government. Equitable sharing and equalization between regions shall be determined by law. Creation of Finance Commission to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The jurisdictions of the Federal Parliament and the States are well-defined. The State Governor shall form the State Government. He or she shall be elected by the State Assembly. The executive and legislative powers shall be vested in the State Assembly, whose members shall be elected by the State Assembly Districts. Internal Revenue Allotment (IRA) adopted from the 1987 Constitution.</td>
<td>Composed of regions which may be changed by law. Regions are based on “regional, historical, and cultural ties[;] economic efficiency[;] and the requirements of regional and local planning.” The President shall exercise general supervision over regions. Regional executive power exercised by the Regional Governor and regional legislative power vested in the Regional Assemblies composed of three Assembly Members from each province, and from city or independent municipality. Assembly Members shall be nominated by local legislative assemblies from among themselves and appointed by the Regional Governor. Such manner of choosing Assembly Members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regional governments are entitled to 50\% of the proceeds of the utilization and development of national wealth. The sharing thereof among constituent units shall be determined by law.

20\% of revenues collected by Local Government Units (LGUs) or the federal government shall accrue to the federal government; 80\% shall accrue to the regions. 30\% of the share accruing to regions shall pertain to the region, and 70\% shall be apportioned among the constituent units. Sharing may be changed by law.

Local Government

Generally adopted from the LGC. Local governments shall enjoy administrative autonomy.

The regional governments shall exercise general supervision over their component units, remitting to the local units their share of the regional and federal budgets.

Accountability of Public Officers

Similar to the 1987 Constitution.

Similar to the 1987 Constitution.

The Ombudsman shall be known as
| National Economy and Patrimony | Emphasis on sound environmental policies. Provision for the protection of indigenous cultural communities or indigenous peoples rights. No limitations on foreign investment, except that such shall be pursued in accordance with national goals and priorities, in order to enhance competitiveness and serve the public interest. | Lease of alienable lands by private corporations or associations may be provided for by regional law; otherwise, it shall be for 25 years, and renewable for 25 years. Conveyance of private lands may be provided for by regional law. Grant of rights, privileges, concessions, franchise, and certificates or authorizations to operate public utility may be provided for by law; otherwise, they are reserved to Filipinos or corporations with 60% Filipino shareholding. Participation of foreign investors may be provided for by law. |
IV. CRITICAL AREAS TO CONSIDER

A. Economic Aspect: Poverty

The Philippines remains one of the poorest countries in the world.\footnote{177 Asian Development Bank, Poverty in the Philippines: Causes, Constraints, and Opportunities 3 (2009).} While the country has experienced great economic growth, there has been no equivalent poverty reduction commensurate to such development.\footnote{178 Id.} Added to this is the fact that poverty incidence varies greatly per region, with the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (ARMM), Caraga Region, Region IV-B, Region V, and Region IX topping the list of regions with high poverty levels.\footnote{179 Id.} While poverty is greatly a rural phenomenon, urban poverty, especially in the informal settlers’ communities, is rapidly rising.

---
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The Asian Development Bank has pinned the causes of high poverty incidence on governance and institutional constraints, and weak capacity of local governments to implement poverty reduction programs.\(^{180}\)

Of course, poverty reduction has been one of the priorities under the 1987 Constitution. Under Section 9 of Article II, “[t]he State shall promote a just and dynamic social order that will ensure the prosperity and independence of the nation and free the people from poverty through policies that provide adequate social services, promote full employment, a rising standard of living, and an improved quality of life for all.”\(^{181}\) What is available now to provide these basic social services is the local government system, which exercises autonomy and delivers basic services devolved upon them.

Under the Constitution, through the Article on Local Autonomy, and the LGC, what is available now is devolution and decentralization. Article X of the Constitution provides for important provisions pointing to greater decentralization compared to the previous constitutions:

1. Creation of autonomous regions in Muslim Mindanao;
2. Granting to LGUs the power to create their own sources of revenue and to levy taxes, fees, and charges;
3. Providing local governments with a just share of the national taxes which shall be automatically released to them;
4. Entitling local governments to an equitable share in the proceeds of the utilization and development of the national wealth within their respective areas; and
5. Providing for regional development councils or other similar bodies composed of local government officials, regional heads of departments and other government offices, and representatives from NGOs within the region for purposes of administrative decentralization to strengthen the autonomy of the units thereon and to accelerate the economic and social growth and development of the units in the region.\(^{182}\)

The LGC, moreover, is the vehicle by which such devolution and decentralization are to take place. It encourages LGUs to be more independent from the national government, without the latter losing its

\(^{180}\) Id.

\(^{181}\) PHIL. CONST. art. 2, § 9.

\(^{182}\) Maria Ela L. Atienza, Local Governments and Devolution in the Philippines, in PHILIPPINE POLITICS AND GOVERNANCE: AN INTRODUCTION 425 (Teresa S. Encarnacion Tadem & Noel Morada eds., 2006).
power of general supervision over the former exercised through the President and the Department of the Interior and Local Government.\textsuperscript{183}

Five features of the LGC make it revolutionary for its time:

1. “[T]he Code devolves or transfers the responsibility for the delivery of various aspects of basic services to local governments[,] ... including health, agriculture, environment and natural resources, social services, and public works[;]”\textsuperscript{184}

2. “[T]he Code transfers certain regulatory and licensing powers to local governments[;]”\textsuperscript{185}

3. Proceeding from the Constitution, “it increases the financial resources available to the LGUs by broadening their taxing powers, providing them with a specific share from the national wealth exploited in their area ..., and increasing their automatic share from national taxes[;]”\textsuperscript{186}

4. “[I]t lays down the policy framework for direct involvement of civil society, most especially [NGOs] and people’s organizations [ ], in the process of local governance [or] some degree of debureaucratization[,] ... promoting ... popular representation[,] local accountability[,] and transparency[;]”\textsuperscript{187}

5. “[T]he Code encourages LGUs to be more entrepreneurial by providing them with opportunities to enter into joint ventures with the private sector, engage in build-operate-transfer [ ] arrangements, float bonds, obtain loans from local private institutions, and the like.”\textsuperscript{188}

In an article\textsuperscript{189} about healthcare under a devolved system, its author argued that, while devolution delegated more responsibilities to LGUs, specifically in terms of health, neither corresponding increase in budget nor
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freedom in developing their area was given. In one of the many articles by Michael Henry Ll. Yusingco on federalism, he states —

According to the Philippine Development Plan 2011-2016 which guided the previous administration, the majority of LGUs still lack the will to raise adequate local revenues and are unduly dependent on the IRA. Obviously, this assessment does not convey the picture of local leaders demonstrating an autonomous governance mindset, and thus does not exactly inspire expanding fiscal autonomy even further.

On the other hand, "the work of the [Galing Pook] Foundation also proves that the decentralization of government functions can produce good outcomes. Its website is replete with real-life examples demonstrating that the proper use of the LGC can bring socio[-]economic benefits to local communities."191

Contrary to the earlier discussion of the successes of local autonomy necessitating the logical advance to federalism, Yusingco states that the paradox is that local autonomy has neither been a success nor a failure.192 Whatever proposal for a federalist structure must be a response to this stagnation in development. In a study conducted by the Department of Budget and Management, it looked at the conditions necessary for effective fiscal decentralization —

The LGUs’ accountabilities for managing public resources — through expenditure responsibilities, allocation of sources of revenue, inter-governmental transfers, and borrowings — must be clearly defined. ‘Without appropriate fiscal empowerment, the autonomy of sub-national governments cannot be substantiated and, in this way, the full potential of decentralization cannot be realized.’193 Likewise, the LGUs must have ample capacity to fulfil their devolved fiscal management roles: from the effective collection of local revenues to the efficient utilization of funds for
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the delivery of services, and accurate accounting and reporting of their financial transactions.

Therefore, in order to become effective agents of development in their respective jurisdictions, the LGUs must have sufficient resources to deliver tailor-fit services to their constituents and must have the capacity in effectively deploying such resources.\textsuperscript{194}

Another issue of uneven economic development is the unequal distribution of public funds to different regions. Many of the models propose diverse responses to this problem of inequality. The concern is how can such mechanisms address inequalities already existing among the provinces and regions, with the argument of “Imperial Manila,” without, first, promoting overdependence of poor regions on the central government, and second, leaving the central government with little to no funds to spend for national concerns, such as national security.

1. CMFP Draft Constitution Proposal: “Thriving National Economy”

The CFMP Draft’s response to this is two-fold. One is by promoting competition among the states,\textsuperscript{195} and second, by allowing for cooperative mechanisms among the poorest states.\textsuperscript{196} But, at the outset, a shift to federalism is necessitated by the goal of economic development.\textsuperscript{197} According to the Editor’s Note to Article II of the CMFP Draft Constitution, the shift to a parliamentary system needs a corresponding shift to a federal structure as well.\textsuperscript{198} This is because, in a lone shift to a parliamentary system, the leaders will continue enjoying the centralized governmental power found in the former unitary system — “The [u]nitary [s]ystem is certain to perpetuate the stagnation of our economy and society, the impoverishment of many of our people who live in the countryside, and our backwardness in relation to our neighbors in Asia.”\textsuperscript{199}

In the enumeration of the advantages of federalism, the Editor’s Note further states that, in relation to the development of the economy, there are two advantages to the shift. First, with the release from stifling control of the
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central government, there will be an improvement on governance through empowerment of state and local leaders and entrepreneurs in the country.\textsuperscript{200} The greater responsibility placed upon leaders to deliver services and the decrease in dependence upon the national government is met by the people’s involvement and subsequent demand for better performance and greater accountability from their leaders.\textsuperscript{201} Because of this, they will be more willing to pay their taxes as they receive better benefits.\textsuperscript{202}

Second, federalism is seen to hasten development as economy will be stimulated by competition, to wit — “There will be inter-state and regional competition in attracting domestic and foreign investments and industries, professionals and skilled workers, good teachers and scholars, artists, and tourists.”\textsuperscript{203} There is, on the one hand, a perceived resurgence of regional cultures and languages in the states.\textsuperscript{204} On the other hand, the federal government, by helping support the less endowed and least developed regions, will promote equitable development.\textsuperscript{205}

Whether such structure will eventually lead to these advantages is not an absolute guarantee, however. The question is always how to get from one point to another. What mechanisms have each proposed version of the Constitution set up to deal with preconditions already existing and not just perpetuate inequality blamed on a unitary system of government?

In the CMFP Draft Constitution, the answer lies in the Parliament. The Parliament, under Section 26 of Article III, is tasked to create partnership program aid with states in support of development programs and basic needs of poor and needy constituents.\textsuperscript{206} To the extent of what programs these will be is up to legislation. There is no constitutional provision on federal government support of weak states, only that progressive devolution of powers and functions through the 1987 Constitution and the LGC was necessary before the proposed constitutional change and in preparation for federalization.\textsuperscript{207} We may recall the cooperative federalism system of the US
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at this point, where an actual welfare system exists in order to aid their least developed states.

Another aspect of revitalizing national economy is found in one of the state policies implying the opening up to foreign investors. Under Section 24, comparing such provision to its equivalent in the 1987 Constitution, “effective control” of Filipinos is replaced with the “best interests” of Filipinos; “independent national” replaced with “productive and competitive.”\(^{208}\) However, while the State and regions are encouraged to compete for foreign investments and industries, Section 6 of Article XIII still provides for limitations for states against taxation of foreign goods and contracting of foreign debts, which are generally reserved for the federal government.

Finally, an innovation introduced by the CMFP Draft Constitution is the option of merger and amalgamation of the different local governments

---

Section 4. Merger and amalgamation. Local governments may[,] on their own[,] decide to merge with other local governments after the conduct of a plebiscite among the affected citizens. Mergers and amalgamations may be carried out if the local governments are not viable and do not have the capacity for self-governance in terms of income, population[,] and resources. A local government that spends as much as [40\%] of its income on salaries and wages for five consecutive years shall be amalgamated with the larger contiguous local government.\(^{209}\)

This is a response to the fact that the retention of the same levels of governments from the LGC will certainly leave poverty-stricken regions behind. As can be seen from the provision, there is an optional merger, as expressed by the word “may,” and it requires one when the LGU spends 40\% or more of its income on salaries and wages for five consecutive years, as expressed by the word “shall.”\(^{210}\) The effect of this provision is yet to be observed, but an acknowledgment of the fact that there will be local governments whose current conditions will not allow them to develop at the same pace as other local governments is a step towards the right direction. Measures, however, must be put in place as the same provision allows for a huge leeway for already developed units to merge with one another, and potentially promote even greater inequality.

\(^{208}\) Id. art. III, § 21.

\(^{209}\) Id. art. XVI, § 4.

\(^{210}\) Id.
2. Fiscal Reforms as the Heart of the Shift

Jonathan E. Malaya, Executive Director of the PDP-Laban Federalism Institute, expresses the policy of the party in relation to fiscal reforms in its federalism agenda, blaming “unequal distribution of public funds to the regions [a]s one of the major causes of underdevelopment in the country.” According to him, fiscal reforms are the heart of the shift in the system of government, specifically the changes in the allocation of funds to the different regions. Similar to the policy of a productive and competitive economy that suits the best interests of Filipinos in the CMFP Draft, the PDP-Laban Model subscribes to a more competitive model of economy, espousing an equitable distribution of wealth.

While no exact percentage of IRA has been provided in the Constitution yet (this has been left blank), this will be decided upon in the final draft of the Constitution or legislated upon and replaced by the creation of an Equalization Fund contained in the Regional and Local Government Code. The Equalization Fund or Grant is a system to be established by the Parliament —

The Parliament shall, by law, institute a fair and equitable system of sharing and equalization between the regions, provided that the share of regional governments shall be adjusted in needs and capacity of a region.

The share of local governments shall be separate from the share of the regional governments in Section 12 of this Article. The Parliament shall, by law, institute a fair and equitable system of sharing and equalization between the local governments, provided that the share of local governments shall be adjusted in accordance with the needs and capacity of local governments.

The Regional and Local Government Code shall provide for an Equalization Fund and the creation of a National Finance Commission. The Fund shall comprise of an unconditional, general purpose block as well as a conditional and matching grants as an incentive for regional governments to pursue federal priorities.
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This is very reminiscent of the US system of fiscal federalism composed of categorical and block grants. Constitutionally provided, however, is the 50% share of regional governments, which is in addition to the Equalization Fund, in the proceeds of the utilization of the national wealth leased within their areas.\textsuperscript{217} One of the main concerns regarding being categorical on prescribing a high and sturdy share in national wealth is the federal government’s necessity for resources to support states in need. The CMFP Draft, in fact, has not prescribed a similar percentage, and relegated such prescription to Codes which will provide revenue-sharing schemes based on different criteria. This especially rings true in the model of the Equalization Fund suggested by PDP-Laban. Another criticism, as earlier discussed, are “possible cases of continued dependence of poorer states on development funds from the central government.”\textsuperscript{218} So far, what the PDP-Laban Model has suggested, through the Constitution, are conditional grants given merely as incentives instead of possible performance-based incentives which may be offered to increase local incomes and equitable development.\textsuperscript{219}

3. The Two-Tier Proposal

If the CMFP Draft’s innovation is in the allowance for merger and amalgamation in response to unequal levels of development of different regions, this Model, in turn, introduces a two-tier proposal whereby federalism can be set up so that there are two tiers in the classification of regions.\textsuperscript{220} On one hand, state status will be granted to those regions economically and financially self-sufficient, with a corresponding higher degree of autonomy, facilitated by a ceremonial Governor.\textsuperscript{221} On the other hand, federal territory status will be granted in the meantime for those not yet capable of being self-sufficient.\textsuperscript{222} They will be placed under authority of central government (under the National Economic and Development Authority), and facilitated by a Chief Minister instead of a Governor.\textsuperscript{223}
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Ultimately, the national budget is an instrument of federalism. Many of the proposals take advantage of the allocation of the IRA and the budget to further devolution and independence of the states. One must not lose sight of the fact, however, that as much as the control of the economic processes is an instrument of furthering federalism, federalism in itself must be an instrument to resolve economic inequality and poverty in the provinces.

B. Political Culture

In this section of the Article, the Authors examine the political culture of the Philippines and how receptive this climate is to a change of structure to a federal form. Three dimensions will be explored: first, the effect of the population’s understanding of politics and appreciation of such a shift to a federal form of government to federalism’s development; second, the workings of political dynasties that pervade Philippine politics and what responses in the form of structural mechanisms are appropriate to address such; and lastly, the culture of elitism and patronage politics vis-à-vis roles in the failure and success of the shift.

The last two aspects may be discussed together, as the same elite who sit in power belong to the same set of political families for decades. According to an article by Ann Lan K. Candelaria, which discusses the possibility of the shift to federalism and the appropriate discussions of issues surrounding such debate,

we need to articulate the elephant in the room — that federalism is also shaped by the political needs of those responsible for its design, the policy elites. The fact of the matter is that we are governed by only a few families for most of our democratic life as a nation state. It is common to have uncontested local candidates, or an entire province held by only one family. Whether thin or fat, political dynasties must be kept at bay if we want to maximize federalism’s advantages.

Her opinion is not one in isolation, as even the drafters themselves have acknowledged the need to address such issues through different provisions in the proposed constitutions, as will be discussed later.
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1. Significance of the Population’s Appreciation of a Shift to Federalism

In a July 2016 Pulse Asia Nationwide Survey on Charter Change, a sample of Filipinos were asked regarding having heard, read, or watched something in relation to proposals to amend the current constitution, and “less than half of Filipinos (41%) report awareness of [the] proposal to amend the 1987 Philippine Constitution.” In another item in the survey, it reported that “most [ ] [Filipinos] (73%) admit knowing little [or] nothing at all about the 1987 Philippine Constitution.” As of the same period, 44% of Filipinos oppose charter change. That same percentage is almost the same percentage as those who have knowledge of the 1987 Constitution. However, high percentages of agreement to charter change are recorded in Mindanao and the National Capital Region (NCR). As to what form of government should the current form shift to, there are no decisive results.

In another survey conducted by Publicus Asia, this time focusing on the shift to federalism, the same results were recorded, i.e., low awareness and knowledge of the subject of amendments nationwide, yet recording strong support from Mindanao — “49% of Mindanaoans were aware of the proposal. Among those aware of it, 43% understand discussions about it, while only 14% [do not].”

The results of the surveys resonate with the fact that federalism is not within the political consciousness of the people as much as its advocates would hope. This becomes an important consideration because any final draft must still be submitted to a plebiscite before any structural change can take place. Apart from the issue of popularity, former Solicitor General Florin T. Hilbay has articulated the more challenging questions in relation to the people’s appreciation of the shift —

While federalism may be able to offer theoretical advantages, that certainly is only half the picture. How the text of the new constitution will interact with Philippine society is the other half. Will the paper change...

---


result in a transformation of political culture and governance? The interaction between law and culture is an entirely separate challenge.  

This interaction of federalism with Philippine society is the heart of any change, and this interaction, specifically with Filipinos’ political culture today, will shape any success or failure of the system.

Political culture is “a systematically related set of mental and concrete constructions. It includes[,] but is not limited to[,] beliefs, feelings, group-accepted practices, language[,] and paraphernalia shared by large groups of Filipinos as they produce, allocate[,] and use political powers within, outside, and in interaction with the state.” Specifically, the Filipino political culture was studied extensively by Cristina Jayme Montiel in the context of President Joseph Ejercito Estrada’s administration. While her study was focused more on elections, campaign, and voting patterns, similar items of political culture may still be observable. Certain subjective and objective components of Filipino political culture she outlines still resonate today. She enumerated five subjective components of Filipino political culture that pertain to the psychological aspects of interacting groups:

1. Ideology-Inspired Shared Interpretations of Political Events

As an example, Montiel indicated how the Visiting Forces Agreement was viewed, during the debates against it, as a new form of colonial intervention. A more relevant example today is how Manila is viewed as imperialistic, reminiscent of the centralist forms of government imposed by the Spanish and American colonizers.

2. Shared Mental Scripts

The mental script of “volunteer” campaigners pertaining to the reward they get, in the form of jobs or government contracts, when they help with a

---
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candidate’s campaign, is still relevant today. This is exacerbated by the Filipino’s sense of *utang na loob* or debt of gratitude.

(3) Negative Emotions Toward Outgroup Members

During Estrada’s administration, a striking example of this is how “[m]embers of one faction in Malacañang Palace carry in their mind (sometimes exaggerated) narratives of what the rival camp is scheming and plotting against them.” The same sense of negative emotions against an outgroup pervades today, aggravated by social media and online interactions, against the “yellows” composing not only of a certain rival camp in Malacañang or in Congress. In the House of Representative and in the Senate, these members of the outgroup are also more likely the ones to oppose the calls for the shift to federalism.

(4) Collective Memories

In Montiel’s example, the collective memories of anti-Marcos groups make it difficult to push for constitutional changes because it may be used to rationalize martial law declaration. The effectivity of the use of these sentiments and memories today is questionable, with all the developments in the Marcos narrative. There seems to be a dissonance in collective memory as Marcos’ remains have recently been transferred to the *Libingan ng mga Bayani*, and as ongoing negotiations regarding a compromise agreement are taking place. The narrative of redemocratization through People Power and the drafting of the 1987 Constitution is slowly corroding, with Duterte today aggravating its growing unpopularity by blaming such Constitution for its inability to provide accountability measures against

---
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rampant corruption. Such reuniting of collective memories may pave the way for the shift to federalism.

(5) Religious Beliefs

Religious faith has always been part of Philippine politics — in campaigning, in policy-making, and the like. Relevant today is the notion of “truth” and labelling of fake news. With Duterte announcing that he believes in God, but not in religion, and the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of the Philippines denouncing some of his policies, the play of religious belief in relation to politics continues to evolve.

As for the objective components, they are those that are directly observable, containing symbolic meanings and cultural information. They are harder to describe because of multiple levels of manifest and latent meanings.

Other objects of Filipino culture that spill over to Philippine politics are important considerations as well:

(1) Personalistic Politics;

(2) “The Ties That Bind;”

(3) The Personal Approach to Politics;

(4) Lack of Professionalism: Personalan and Tampuhan;

(5) Perceived Political Utility of Shame: Hiya and Delicadeza.
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(6) How Pakikisama Operates Within the Halls of Power;\textsuperscript{249}
(7) Utang na Loob in the Climb to Power;\textsuperscript{250}
(8) The Power of Informal Personal Connections;\textsuperscript{251}
(9) Machismo;\textsuperscript{252} and
(10) A Culture of Dependence.\textsuperscript{253}

But in all of these meanings, it is equally important to note that political
culture exists in a context — they are “time-sensitive, peer-bound, and
structure-embedded.”\textsuperscript{254} During the first People Power Revolution,
telephone brigades, prints, and video-tapes were relied upon to disseminate
information.\textsuperscript{255} An evolution took place during the second People Power
Revolution, where e-mail and text messaging were the rampant means of
communication.\textsuperscript{256} It is interesting to note that, as early as the campaign
period in 2015, social media and the Internet were already at the forefront of
campaign tactics. The “social media warriors” of today existed even then.
The Internet has become a battleground between several key players, but
President Duterte continues to dominate the field.\textsuperscript{257}

2. Incorporating Political Culture in the Drafts

In Abueva’s version, a preliminary response to the need to consider the
populace’s appreciation of the changes is found in the proposed
Constitution’s title.\textsuperscript{258} The CMFP Draft proposes to preserve the title, to
still use “1987 Constitution,” and to just add “as revised” to give a sense of
continuity with the old constitutional democracy and to counter the notion
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of political instability, given the fact that the Philippines has already had five constitutions since 1935 — the 1935 Constitution, the 1943 Constitution under the Japanese occupation, the 1973 Constitution, the 1986 Freedom Constitution, and the 1987 Constitution. The aim was to echo the ideals of the People Power Revolution with the people. Its effectivity, however, is now unclear given the backlash received by both of the Aquino governments today.

Other aspects to look at are those that draw from the provisions of the Constitution itself. First, with a crowd unversed in structural change, the father/mother figure of the nation in the person of the President is retained. This is highlighted more in the PDP-Laban Model, which draft incorporates a charismatic President figure. This father figure as the Head of State resonates with the Filipinos’ highly religious and culturally-shaped appreciation of politics and perception of a leader. It is interesting to consider how the population will respond to the character of a Prime Minister, whose functions are separate and distinct from the President’s, and how the federalism propaganda will try to make the foreign concept more relational, taking into account that the only past experience with a Prime Minister involves the Marcos dictatorship.

Second, the drafters claim that the new division of powers and functions between federal and state governments will raise political awareness and participation. To achieve this point, drafters rely on the fact that greater decentralization brings decision-making, and the government itself, closer to the constituents. With greater accessibility and visibility, people become “aware of the importance of electing good leaders. Corruption will be easier to detect[,] expose[,] and punish.” This is a clear attempt to advocate for progressive new politics, “where people support candidates because of their principles and the issues they carry. Money and personal relations are not the primary consideration but the politician’s ability to address social issues that concern all constituents.” The proposal attempts not merely to take advantage of the Filipinos’ appreciation of politics, but also to create a system of governance that elevates knowledge and participation. It is worthy to note that in the PDP-Laban Model, the 10% requirement for an initiative
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and referendum petition was lowered to 2.5%, as the 10% requirement in the 1987 Constitution was deemed too steep to bring about real effect.\footnote{264}

3. Political Dynasties and Turncoat Political Party System

Filipino political culture reveals itself in the kind of leaders we have today. There is no question that there is a need to break the chain of the country’s “dysfunctional political party system and government[,] [which] sustains our politics of personality, patronage, cronyism, corruption, and lack of transparency and accountability.”\footnote{265} One solution looks at expanding the role of the Ombudsman and the Sandiganbayan,\footnote{266} both creations of the 1987 Constitution, by similarly decentralizing their functions to the proposed states.

As to the issue of political dynasties, various voices with different opinions are heard. With the culture of personalistic politics, ties, connections, debt of gratitude, \textit{pakikisama}, and of course, the primacy of family and kinship, it has been inevitable that a steady growth of political families come into, and stay, in power. Yusingco is of the opinion that political dynasties have killed meritocracy in the Philippine system of democracy. With the small dictatorships present in every local government, simultaneous reforms are necessary.\footnote{267} Local politicians are the most resistant to change, and, while political dynasties are rampant throughout the country, they are more pronounced in the Bangsamoro region.\footnote{268} Change in the form of assigning more power and autonomy to states must be evaluated as this might hand more power to provincial warlords and dynastic families because, as of date, roughly 70\% of all leaders belong to such.\footnote{269}
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becomes more relevant in the context of structural change as these circumstances will persist, and will not disappear with the mere switch to another form of government. As Hilbay has pronounced, “[c]onvincing the people to ratify a new constitution is easier than making them change their ways. There are simply no models that can predict the impact of a new constitution on individual consciousness and institutional practices.”

At the other side of the spectrum are those who are more optimistic about the structural reform’s hand in combatting the dire effects of political families in power. In any system of government, it is not the nature of such government that causes it to fail, but the people who operate such system. The problem with political dynasties is not the relationship among the family members, but the corruption that comes with it — and federalism can help mitigate corruption because accountability, as also asserted by Abueva, is easier assessed in a federal setup.

The usual answer to the issue of political dynasties is the creation of strong political parties. But, as this head of a problem is cut down, a few others grow back — strong political parties can only be achieved, again, through the reform of the system because the current system has created weak political parties and party turncoat-ism. Instability in the Parliament will be imminent because of weak political parties. This problem calls for a nuanced approach; it must incorporate prohibitions on political dynasties and a credible political party framework.

Abueva has acknowledged that political parties today are ineffective, and that they are mostly personal organizations for elections generally producing no loyalty. The effect is that they produce no meaning to citizens who vote for them. Worse, citizens may not take them seriously and eventually become cynical about them. The CMFP Draft proposes structural and functional reforms for political parties where they will become more
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program-oriented. In this system, voting will be for specific political parties to encourage competition; and additional seats will be allotted in Parliament or in State Congress on the basis of proportional representation. Financial assistance will be provided by the Parliament in proportion to share in votes. But, how exactly will this solve the problem of ineffectiveness? The Draft proposes the enactment of several pieces of transitory legislation designed to improve the political party system, such as the Political Party Development Act, the Campaign the Finance Reform Act, the Election Management and Reform Code, and the Political Education Act. The potential area of conflict here is that those who will enact such laws are the same political parties already sitting in power. Any legislation, if without any safeguards or prohibitions on its application, will likely be tainted by their personal interests in subsequent elections.

In the PDP-Laban version, proposals to manage distrust of political parties include provisions on prohibition of party switching within a period of one year after the ratification of the Constitution, and the prohibition of switching during one’s term of office. A similar prohibition on political dynasties is proposed. Moreover, as a response to a potentially unstable Parliament during transition, a strong President figure to balance the weak political parties is at the head of the PDP-Laban Model. This President is a stronger figure with more powers, especially during times of emergency, and may exercise control and supervision over the police. This is largely different from Abueva’s Presidential figure who is purely symbolic as powers become shared with the Prime Minister. During President Duterte’s first State of the Nation Address (SONA) where he discussed his campaign promise of shifting to a federal-parliamentary form of government, he proposed to take inspiration from the French system, which is described by many writers as “hyper-presidential.” This is because of the strong political power the President holds when his or her party has control over the Parliament — yet another Hydra head growing back.
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With a weak party system and unstable parliamentary, the Prime Minister becomes a Prime Minister not of the people, but of the Parliament. While the goal is to reduce costs of election campaign and prevent being indebtedness to campaign supporters, the Prime Minister will, however, be beholden to the Parliament whose favor he or she must get in order to stay in power. While this may not ring true for other jurisdictions with the same form of government, how will this fit into our current system where a transition to progressive culture of politics is still underway?

4. On Elitism: Initiating the Process of the Shift

In Hilbay’s article on federalism, he puts forward the question of who gets to sit in transition.\(^\text{282}\) This is because it is likely that the credibility of the final proposals will depend on who gets to propose them.\(^\text{283}\) The experience of the impacts of exclusivity and elitism on constitution-making is not new. Specifically, the three central aspects of the 1987 Constitution — economic protectionism, the unitary system, and the presidential system — are argued to be elitist and exclusivist.\(^\text{284}\) This is relevant because the inclusivity of institutions determines whether a country succeeds or fails.\(^\text{285}\)

The idea of the inclusivity of institutions comes from the book *Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity, and Poverty* by Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson.\(^\text{286}\) The thesis is simple — “nations fail because their extractive economic institutions do not create the incentives needed for people to save, invest, and innovate.”\(^\text{287}\) As opposed to inclusive institutions described in the latter part of the thesis as the creation of incentives, exclusive institutions are those far removed from the population as they are imposed and run by elite groups for the purpose of extracting resources of the country, leaving little to the rest.\(^\text{288}\) In the Philippines, the unitary State
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was described as an extractive institution.\textsuperscript{289} Entrenched in the three colonial governments, it has been institutionalized even after gaining independence—“the unitary [S]tate institutionalized the logic of extraction to serve the ruling elite and their colonial masters.”\textsuperscript{290} The same system imposed the “one-nation, one-state” concept with the effect of overlooking the Philippines’ cultural and linguistic diversity.\textsuperscript{291}

Manila has been the symbol of State and elite power.\textsuperscript{292} Expanding to the NCR in the 1970s, power was distributed to the immediate areas around Manila. Government institutions, such as the Malacañang, were established in the cities of Manila, Pasay, and Quezon City.\textsuperscript{293} When former President Corazon Aquino was elected, with the strong support of business and popular sectors, she took her oath in the elite Club Filipino in Mandaluyong.\textsuperscript{294} Even the staging of the resistance against different administrations are centralized in Manila.\textsuperscript{295} However, Dr. Emma E. Porio, renowned sociologist, also notes that globalization and decentralization have posed serious challenges against the hegemony of Manila as the national capital.\textsuperscript{296} As growth and congestion plague Manila, civil society politics and labor are scattered all over the globe because of migration; export processing zones and business process outsourcing distribute investments outside the national capital; and national government functions are distributed to LGUs, the continuing dominance and desirability of the NCR is questioned.\textsuperscript{297}

Other than Manila as the spatial and institutional representation of elitism, the persons behind the continuity of such system also deserve analysis. Here, the leadership gap becomes more prominent. In PDP-Laban’s transitional regional government, the issue of elitism and inequality comes
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into play in the composition of the transitional government. The regional commission will be composed of incumbent governors and mayors as interim regional government with executive and legislative powers, and such other functions and powers as may be given by law. Current conversations point to extensions and hold-over powers of incumbent national elected officials pending constitutional convention. Inasmuch as the substance (the proposed provisions in the amendment of the Constitution) is an exercise of answering to the necessity of the times, the procedure (as to who gets to sit during the transition) is an important consideration as well. The leadership gap is wide, and it can only be addressed by leaders who are truly representative of their constituents.

C. Historical and Socio-Cultural Perspective/Properties of the Constitution

History and culture provide us with a lens by which structural change may be assessed. Historical attempts to federalize and cultural backgrounds show how and why past efforts have failed. A review of these circumstances provides hindsight and rich learning experiences that may serve as guideposts for today’s attempts to federalize.

All throughout history, from Spanish and American colonial rule up to the present, our government has always been paternalistic, unitary, and centralized, apart from the fact that our colonizers were not able to completely subdue Muslim Mindanao and the Cordilleras. During the Philippines’ struggle against the colonizers, Jose P. Rizal predicted that the Philippines would become a federalist nation. During this time, there were feuds among provinces and different ethnic groups. However, unity among tribes in the attempt to defy Spanish occupation engendered unity and support among different islands. According to Rizal’s writings, because there was no “dominant” race or ethnic group, the Philippines would have adopted the “freest government” —

the absence of any great preponderance of one race over the others will free their imagination from all bad ambitions of domination, and as the
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tendency of countries that have been tyrannized over, when they once
shake off the yoke, is to adopt the freest government, like a boy leaving
school, like the beat of the pendulum, by a law of reaction, the [I]slands
will probably declare themselves a federal republic.\textsuperscript{302}

Of course, this declaration never came into fruition. As discussed earlier,
the successive entrance into the Philippine Islands of its different colonizers
ultimately resulted in the retention of a unitary system for easier supervision
of the archipelago. This unitary and overcentralized government is one of
the remnants of the colonial era.\textsuperscript{303} Thus, even after the declaration of
independence, and the establishment of the 1935 and 1987 Constitutions,
this form was deeply ingrained and institutionalized.

The inadvertent effect, then, is the difficulty of shifting from a unitary
mindset to a federalist mindset. An abrupt shift is difficult because, again, of
the history of colonialism that supposedly has made Filipinos subservient and
dependent.\textsuperscript{304} Subservience is the effect of suppressing cultural roots and
superimposition of a foreign culture in order to better take control of the
colony and impose the new order.\textsuperscript{305} Cultural memory is erased.\textsuperscript{306} While
the Philippines boasts of a rich heritage, our history shows that this richness
cannot be fully realized because homogenization of cultures, discrimination
of some cultures as inferior, and the implementation of policies do not
account for the needs of the country as a whole are the norm.\textsuperscript{307} Even when
these are made with good intentions, or even unintentionally, policymakers
fail to realize the consequences.\textsuperscript{308} Some examples cited by Karl Aguilar is
the appropriation of the \textit{Ati-atihan} festival and the reference to other Filipino
languages as dialects.\textsuperscript{309} As a result, even if decentralization is the preferred
policy, high centralization for the longest time and unchecked laws will not
make a smooth transition to federalism.
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In large part, according to Abueva, high centralization and Manila-centric decision-making (Manila being the place where the President and Congress are based) justify the shift to federalism and the division into several States. The different drafts have their own methods of dividing the Philippines into states. The CMFP Draft proposes the separation into 11 constitutionally-determined States on the basis of “a combination of geographic contiguity of their component areas[,] their ethnic, linguistic[,] and other cultural aspects[,] and their socio-economic potential and viability.”

The PDP-Laban Model, in the meantime, does not propose any specific set of states, but determines in the draft Constitution that such regions shall be formed considering geographical areas with sufficient territories, inhabitants, and resources necessary to sustain and promote a stable and efficient regional government, sharing common and distinctive historical and cultural heritage, economic and social structures, or other relevant characteristics within the framework of this Constitution, national sovereignty, as well as territorial integrity of the federal republic.

The Congress version, in turn, proposes 18 regions, loosely based on the current regional divisions, which may be revised in accordance to size, capacity, and with “due regard to regional, historical[,] and cultural ties[,] economic efficiency[,] and the requirements of regional and local planning.”

While territorial size, population, and number of constituent units will determine the need to federalize and the political dynamics of the federation, it is apparent in the proposals, however, that in post-colonial and multi-ethnic countries like the Philippines, both historical and cultural ties play important roles in the determination of these states or regions. In addition, the appreciation of cultures in decision-making works both ways. More than the ability of the structure of government to consider cultural identities, as discussed by Abueva, such appreciation may, in fact, support citizen participation in the introduction of a new system of government. “In order to involve people as active participants, development must be consistent with their fundamental socio-cultural traits, world view and
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values, and cultural principles. Only then can the enthusiasm and creative potential of the people be mobilized.”

The foreseen advantage, in relation to ethnic, religious, and cultural diversity, of Abueva’s proposed form of federalism, especially in connection with the Bangsamoro problem, is the renaissance of regional languages and cultures and the instillation of a deeper sense of both regional and national identities. The challenge, however, is showing how federalism will arrive to such state. Various scholars have noted the influence of cultural diversity in the “creation, distinctive structure[,] and subsequent operation of federations.” The Philippines’ possible federalization experience will be aligned with that of Belgium, India, Spain, and Switzerland, among others, where “internal linguistic, religious, ethnic[,] and even national regional differences have given prominence to insistent and powerful pressures both for maintaining regional distinctiveness and autonomy and for the inclusion of representatives of these groups in the operation of their federative institution.”

Today, are the proposed states, so deeply entrenched in the unitary form of government, capable of identity-building similar to the Cordilleras and the ARMM? More importantly, what strategies in the federal system are to be adopted in order to deal with “deep regional cleavages[?]”

A strategy proposed is the accommodation of the various cultural groups “by establishing regional units within which they may form a majority with the power to protect and promote their distinctiveness through a measure of self-government.” In this model, there is a sense of security in the capability of the regions to protect their identities. However, in the Philippine experience, even with the establishment of autonomous regions in the 1987 Constitution, the failure of the present democratic process to preserve the country’s multiple cultures and ethnicities is still most evident in the conflicts present in Mindanao. During the first SONA, federalism was billed as the “‘lasting solution’ to peace in Mindanao.” However, the politics behind the question of whether the Bangsamoro region should be in the same basket as all other proposed regions/states in the Philippines is much more complicated. This is an important question to consider when
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incorporating provisions giving a special form of government to regions, such as the Cordilleras and the ARMM, because both of these groups, especially the Bangsamoro, have experienced historical injustice and neglect not necessarily present in all other regions in the Philippines.\textsuperscript{320} A nuanced approach is necessary in order not to underplay the struggle of the Moros.\textsuperscript{321}

Bangsamoro identity is inescapably linked to territorial and land issues. “In the modern system of nation-states, most, if not all, large human cultural groups base part of their claim to an integrated identity on residence in a territorially-defined home and a culturally-delineated nation.”\textsuperscript{322} Writings on the agreeability of the Moros to a shift to federalism vary greatly. While due consideration to their preferences is an immediate concern, right now, there are conflicting opinions on whether or not the Bangsamoro are accepting of federalism. One side argues that Moro representatives supported the project;\textsuperscript{323} others, however, belie this claim.\textsuperscript{324} This is reflective of the necessary consolidation of views within the other side of the peace talks, that is, the Moros themselves and the tribal divide that historically exists among them —

Moro identity is not as consistent as it seems, seen from the national prism of antagonism. Centuries-old clan and ethnic structures strongly persist beneath this overarching identity vision and surface from time to time. Asking Muslims about their identity, a clear and surprisingly consistent hierarchy appears: [t]he most important level of identification is that of clan affiliation or kinship ties[,] [s]econd is ethnic group (being a Maguindanaoan, a Maranao[,] or a Tausug[;] third is religious identity (being a Muslim)[;] fourth, closely interwoven with third, is being a Moro, based on political activity as a Muslim[,] and in fifth place finally comes being a Filipino, resulting from the historical process of attempts to integrate.
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and assimilate Muslims into national political bodies. Filipino identity is seen as a by-product of alien domination.\textsuperscript{325}

As much as local identities must not only be preserved but also made necessary elements to federalization, these local identities must be able to forge national identities as well. Meanwhile,

[t]he need to strengthen national consciousness and unity, however, should not be used as an excuse to weaken local cultures. The [S]tate should rather allow local communities to define and govern themselves and to develop separately while at the same time to see themselves as part of a larger developing entity.\textsuperscript{326}

V. MINDING THE GAPS

The question that must ultimately be answered is whether the Philippine State is ripe for constitutional change. Philippine history is wrought with attempts at changing this form of government, but these remain in their embryonic stages, stuck in the limbo of collective consciousness.\textsuperscript{327} Yet, here we stand, in the threshold of a historic moment — we have an administration keen on effecting constitutional change into a federal form of government;\textsuperscript{328} there are people on the ground campaigning for federalism and engaging the masses;\textsuperscript{329} intellectuals are circling the debate.\textsuperscript{330} The current socio-cultural climate seems to be ripe for the birth of a new constitution, but do we take the plunge? This Article has endeavored to
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problematize pertinent aspects of societal relations vis-à-vis proposals to change the organic law, not only in segments, but right down to its core, i.e., proposing an entirely new system of government. In this Section, we look at the gaps outlined in earlier parts of the Article and understand the impacts thereof in the recreation of the Philippine State using the lens of social and legal theories.

The first Section looks at the gaps in the proposals anent to economic growth and development and dissects it under Neo-Marxist and Social Contract rhetoric in State development, as well as balancing the scales of power in international and domestic trade relations. The second Section analyzes how the proposals address political culture in the Philippines, specifically, how the proposals remake and/or unmake elite democracy, and how these address questions of transition. In the final analysis, we hark back to classical theories of State creation in order to understand further the struggle of a federal Philippines’ genesis. The third Section looks into latent cultural characteristics and how the proposals address the issues of State creation. It also problematizes parallel debates in the creation of autonomous regions, specifically contradistinguishing the Cordilleran and Moro experience under the 1987 Constitution, and reflecting on the current Bangsamoro project as a post- or ante-federalist undertaking. Finally, the Article will end with a question for the common Filipino — Are they ready for this change? The answer to this question, as will be shown in later discussions, is important in the birth of a new State, not only to address challenges of legitimacy, but also to serve as an important rubric for mythmaking, which is absolutely essential in identity-building.

A. Economic Growth and Development — The Poster Child of Change

Economics, for many theorists, is the seed of State creation. Resource-management is at the heart of State function; its absence or an improper management thereof renders the State a useless entity.\footnote{See Jason Brown, The Role of the State in Economic Development: Theory, the East Asian Experience, and the Malaysian Case (Economic staff paper published by Asian Development Bank) at 1 available at https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/28148/es52.pdf (last accessed Feb. 13, 2018).} Because economic management addresses the most basic of human needs, it is seen as an axis of State creation and viability.\footnote{See PANAGIOTIS E. PETRAKIS, CULTURE, GROWTH, AND ECONOMIC POLICY 9–17 (2014).} In that sense, once the State fails to address the economic needs of its constituents, it must, perforce, be dismantled and
recreated in order to serve its function. This is a historical reality. Under the Marxist lens, the State must address human needs and wants, in order for the populace to labor, which labor becomes the undiluted lifeblood of the State — it is a cycle.

In the Philippine experience, the 1986 People Power Revolution was the unmaking of a non-viable state entity. The 1973 Constitution, as amended under the Marcos regime, was no longer seen as the proper vehicle to deliver the needs and wants of the Filipino people. When speaking of needs and wants, it goes into both material and psychological needs. Indeed, the Marcosian State failed in developing the national economy, put the Philippines under the control of international lending corporations, and struggled to maintain peace in the minds of the Filipino people. A breaking point was reached when the people hungered, not only for economic stability, but more so, for democracy and freedom.

The conclusion wrung from the above exposition is that economic management is part of the general welfare clause of the social contract between the State and its people. It is a key to State survival and is the most palpable weight of change. Because the economic framework embodied in the organic law sets the tone for future legislation, and the interpretation of previous ones, understanding how the proposals address economic issues gives us a glimpse into State viability and vitality after charter change. However, it is error to presume that economic growth and development are contained in a neat box within a constitution. These are neither stagnant nor docile. Economic growth and development arise, not only from individual constitutional mechanisms, but also from the discursive relations of all its provisions.


International trade and foreign investment, as well as domestic trade and resource allocation are among the salient economic issues for States in the global community. As earlier intimated in this Article, globalization is a force to be reckoned with, but not at the expense of domestic growth and development. Both goals feed off of each other, and must be seen as dialectal in achieving the ultimate goal of empowering the mass base.

First, we discuss international trade and foreign investment. In all the proposals, the Head of State is given the power to enter into treaties and trade agreements, and procure loans subject to some mechanism of check and balance, i.e., legislative concurrence, approval of government budget and finance executive, constitutional limit on the scope of a treaty and international agreement, and regional deference in implementation. This mirrors similar mechanisms of international relations under previous and current constitutional setups.

The divergence between the unitary and federal constitutions is pronounced on the platform of foreign investment. Under the current Constitution, the exploration, development, and utilization of the State’s resources are reserved to Filipino citizens or juridical entities with 60% Filipino capitalization. In earlier discussions, this setup is criticized as protectionist and one that has stagnated growth and development primarily due to the lack of competitiveness in the Filipino market. Thus, striking a balance between free trade and nationalist protectionism is at the forefront of the discussion for most proposals. The common denominator of the proposals in relation to foreign investment in the development of national wealth is to make it a political question, and, therefore, a function of temporal and societal needs and conditions. Unlike previous constitutions that clearly delineate the limit of foreign investments, the proposals are more trusting of the political arm of government, subject to checks and balances in other branches of government, as well as to limitations presented by regional or state powers. The advantage to this grant of power is that our foreign investment policy is flexible and accommodating of rapid changes. The downside, however, is the fact that the political arm of government is rarely unselfish. Certain interests pervade the Legislative chambers, which are, at times, incongruent with the necessities of the people.

Second, we go into domestic trade relations and resource allocation. The current state of resource-distribution is reversed and equalized in varying ways in the proposals discussed. However, the sustainability of such measures, as well as the susceptibility thereof to political whims, remains
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unaddressed. The Philippine experience shows that dole-out mechanisms, no matter how secure on paper, are destabilized by political culture.

On a more objective level of analysis, economic fruits from titanic changes are rarely immediate, and trickle down, if at all, very slowly. The rhetoric of the federal project in the Philippines has focused on many things, among them the promise of economic growth and development in rural areas, and the dispersal of wealth from the capital to the regions. But the same poster child had already been worn down by the many constitutional changes throughout history, the latest effort being the grant of local autonomy. The counter-argument, of course, is that previous constitutional projects advocated for a unitary form of government, which is a world away from a federal form of government. And yet, other jurisdictions that have attempted a similar change, and which have similar historical and cultural experiences as the Philippines, could not seem to reap the supposed rewards of the federal change. Whether this difficulty is a result of one factor or the other, it does little to ease the mind considering that there is truly no specific model upon which a State can base its overhaul of the fundamental law.

On the contrary, a bottom-up approach to economic growth and development is also present; more specifically, a transitional mechanism for the grant of statehood is premised on economic capacity. Another mechanism is the grant of power to LGUs to amalgamate. These are laudable efforts in envisioning a new Philippines. Foremost, it empowers regional and local units to choose for themselves the path they will take in relation to becoming an independent unit of the federal state. Next, it fosters competitiveness in developing local and regional economy. However, the question posed earlier regarding the trickling down of growth and development remains, albeit at a smaller scale. Further, such mechanism weakens the economic base of the federal state and amputates the power of the federal government to pursue nationwide economic policies, thus hampering its negotiating power on the international sphere. It also begs the question of development post-grant of statehood. In the current experience of local autonomy, stagnation has become a prevalent narrative in LGUs that were granted cityhood. Finally, this bottom-up approach still poses the danger of entering the playbook of the padrino system. Regional strongmen will find ways to tap this new source of power, unless mitigated by some safeguard.

Perhaps asking for a trickle-down mechanism to be outlined in the organic law comes at the expense of over-exhaustion. However, to say that the federal project is the be-all-end-all of state resource management and development of wealth is likewise misguided. A different set of problems pervade a bottom-up approach to development. In either development
models, continuity becomes the base of economic structure — how the proposals address this concern is yet to be seen. The lifeblood mnemonic of developmental economics in State structure must be shown to flow naturally — from the international community, to the State government, to the people, and vice versa. An unsound or understated development model, or both, will spell disaster for the new Republic.

B. In Search of a Philosopher King

Historical reckoning underscores how political culture is spun by an elite few. In that spirit, the question of who gets to draft the new constitution becomes embroiled in other political realities, especially when juxtaposed to collective memory-making and national imagines. Memorializing a constitutional moment as a function of State viability and stability is the root of legitimacy of the organic law. The sanctity of the organic law becomes unstable, unless supported by the myth of representation, which myth is a labyrinth for anyone, considering that a single voice may echo various others, and those silenced may carry with them the hope of the new Republic. The frustration of constitutional reform in the Philippines manifests itself in having to choose between two evils — authoritarian rule or the rise of oligarchs. The proposals must push their assumptions to logical ends, whether they advocate for a strong Presidency and regional executives, or the dilution of power bases in relation to these political realities.

First, the question of who gets to write the organic law must be tackled as a precondition of diversity and legitimacy. If the drafters are appointed, the means of appointing them is put to the fore, as well as inquiries into the legitimacy and mandate of the appointees. If Congress constitutes itself as a Constituent Assembly, voices of those not in the majority party tend to be overpowered by the ruling coalition. In that sense, the Constituent Assembly may well be the voice box of a single think tank. If the change is ushered by a Constitutional Convention, the election of delegates will be subject to the heated power play that has pervaded the Philippine

democratic process. The voices heard on the floor of the constitutional body are the voices that will ring for generations to come.

Another problem area lies in the fact that, in the Philippines, political power is a vested right, treated less as a service, and more of an inheritance. A criticism of post-People Power Philippines is the return of pre-authoritarian oligarchs in power. Therefore, who will sit in transition must continue to be a frequently asked question in the forum of constitutional change. The proposals present dramatic overhauls of positions of power, eliminating some and strengthening others. On the part of leaders who will be butted out of the government structure, will they be ready to let go? The same question is posed to those who will sit in transition — will they be able to make the ultimate sacrifice when the transition is complete?

Eons after Plato introduced the world to the philosopher king, the Philippine State is confronted by his absence in the rebirth of a new Republic. In Plato’s thesis, a just society is ruled by one whose hunger is for knowledge and not power, one willing to make the ultimate sacrifice for the rise of a stronger state, and whose hold on the throne is loose. This is the eidos of the ruler of the great Kallipolis. Is the current leadership ready to endure the birth pains of the new Philippines? Will they be willing victims of change?

C. A Quagmire of Strategic Socio-Cultural and Political Considerations

The success of the ARMM is the jumping board of the Bangsamoro initiative, which debate is tangential to the discussion of federalism. It has been argued that it is the next logical step to sustain the Autonomous Region. However, the Duterte administration has made the federalist agenda a caveat to the Bangsamoro initiative, asserting that the Bangsamoro Basic Law cannot be passed without opposition unless a similar platform is

granted to other regional units. On the other hand, the advocates of the Bangsamoro initiative have made the argument that the passing of the Bangsamoro Basic Law is a necessary precondition for them to accept federalist change. How the national leadership will handle the issue of which policy consideration goes first will either strengthen or snuff out the fruits of decades-long efforts in the peace process. Disturbing the status quo is never easy. The peace process is at the heart of the current push for federalism. Whether it is continued or not, peace negotiations, as well as its temporal locale, are key factors in reimagining the new Philippines.

A counterpoint to the success of the ARMM is the failure to create the Cordillera Autonomous Regions, not only once but thrice. It is the very same cultural diversity used to campaign for a federal Philippines that caused the failure of the Autonomous Cordillera project. While a single Islamic tradition binds its diverse interpretations in Muslim Mindanao, no similar base is present among Cordillerans. The mountain cultures, though similar, rarely share the same collective memories, or cultural rationalizations. Furthermore, Cordilleran identity has been reinterpreted in various urban settings, which reinterpretations have, in some cases, been alienated from its source. The gradients in Igorot identity presented major problems in unifying the area. The same gradients exist in other cultural communities — there are, for example, various groups within the Ilocano cultural community, which groups have clashed in the past. There are also various

iterations of the Bisaya culture groups, with each one claiming independence from the other. The proposals all advocate the creation of federal regions or states based on cultural affiliations, among others, but these affiliations are imagined by the center, and may or may not exist on the ground. The challenge for the federalist project is mythmaking on the cultural plain — convincing culture groups that they are part of one region or another.

D. A People of Faith

With the debates on the federalist project put in public, and people on the ground gaining awareness thereof, is the tipping point just around the corner? Experimentation always comes with uncertainties as outlined by this Article. The gaps in determining who, how, and when the new Republic will be born are all determinants of what it will look like and how it will be given life by generations to come. Highlighting these gaps allows the Filipinos to make an informed choice. The questions raised challenge them to reassess what has been said and done in relation to the federalist project and to understand the risk of allowing these events to unfold.

The call is not to choose one proposal over another, but to take a step back and imagine ourselves, both as groups and individuals, as active participants in ushering a new organic law. The call is also a reminder to remain conscious of the provenance and kinds of changes that will happen, as well as their consistency with the Filipino people’s needs and wants, and our realities in the realms of politics and culture. Filipinos must understand that the Constitution is the idealization of themselves, and the fissures in the current proposals, if left unaddressed, will pain the economy, their politics, and their identity as a people for generations. In the ultimate analysis, we ask — do we take the leap of faith?

VI. CONCLUSION

The present Authors are convinced that there is wisdom in reviewing the existing Constitution on account of the historical background which shaped its content. A scanning of events which preceded the adoption of the 1987 Constitution clearly characterized it as “reactionary.” On another note, 30 years of constitutional experience has shown the need to fine-tune some of its parts to make it relevant to new developments, domestically and internationally.

This modest survey of the proposed constitutional changes leaves us with the impression that structures of government and fundamental principles of governance are a function of the extent that the sovereign people will repose their trust upon the architects of a new fundamental law.
It is critical to build an informed constituency who can keep pace with the speed that the proponents for constitutional change are now moving.

A tragic disservice to future generations of Filipinos will be passed on unless a concerted effort is undertaken to fully understand the consequences of the present political exercise. No amount of “distractors” should turn our attention away from the process in Congress. The Filipino public must define its own destiny.